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Dates for the month

MARK  YOUR  CALENDAR

December 1: Fall Scholarship Deadline

January 6: Jack Kent Cooke Scholarship Deadline

Hey, District I, I

want you all to

share your

induction

dates with me so

that I can attend

them or even

speak at them if

you would like!

Also,

if you have any

new members let

me know!  

Keep rocking!

Thank you,

Walker

D1 VP

Hey there D1, it is November already! I can already
smell the turkey and stuffing! This month I ask that you
would reflect on what it is that you are grateful for.
Maybe it is you chapter, a scholarship, or maybe even
life itself. I also ask that you all continue on fighting the
good fight and persevere through the remainder of
2020. Hang in there its almost gone!

Grace and Peace,
Andrew Walker Jones
D1 Vice president

Begin Transmission



NOTICE

Please
remember to
send any new

contact
information for

new Chapter
Officers as well

as new
members, this
will allow us to
stay up-to-date

for our
newsletters.

Also, be sure to
join the District 1
Facebook group

for more
information and

opportunities
that are posted

regularly! 

Walker D1 VP
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Throwback Thursday 

Contact Information

D1 Vice president- Andrew Jones
d1vp@txptk.org

D1Coordinator- Bonnie Kelley        
bkelley@odesssa.edu

(832)684-5000

N O V E M B E R ,  2 0 2 0

Do you want you and your chapters efforts
to be recognized? Do you want your fellow
chapters to be successful? Then send me a
short 60 second long video talking about a

best practice or thing that your chapter
does that makes it successful. If need be,

you can go to the Regional and District
Facebook pages to get some inspiration.

(shameless social media plug hehe)

Help us highlight the amazing work that
you are doing!
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Scholarship Entry tips:

Thank You All !
The Texas Leadership Conference is behind us and it was a huge success!
So many great conversations where had and friendships made. I want to
thank each and every one of you from the bottom of my heart! To each

and every single one of you who attended, presented, ran a breakout
session, and to all who even just spoke up and contributed to the

conversation.  Thank you, people such as these listed are what makes all of
this worth it.

With much love, Walker D1 VP

With so many great scholarships like the PTK fall scholarship and the Jack Kent
Cooke scholarship it is time to get that application started today! Every day is a 
 great day to go ahead and get started on those applications! Here are some tips

from out very own Phi Theta Kappa website! 

Read these and take NOTES so that you have an amazing application! 

LINK FOR TIPS

All of you use these tips and make it hard for the judges to decide who to choose!
Remember to turn in those scholarship applications. You never know you just might win.

https://support.ptk.org/hc/en-us/articles/360007555094-Common-Errors-When-Submitting-a-Scholarship-Application


A word from
the President

END TRANSMISSION
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Hello Texas Region, I hope you’re having a great
November! We have about a month left in the fall

semester, which means important things for Phi Theta
Kappans are coming up. One of those things is the

opportunity to seek leadership positions at new levels
within the Society.  Last month, the Regional Officer team

hosted a webinar on running for Regional and
International Office. We were thrilled to have some very

special guests join the webinar to share their experiences
of having campaigned and served in these positions. If you
missed the webinar, I highly recommend you check out the
recording on our TXPTK YouTube channel to catch up. It is
filled with lots of information, including the new processes

on how to run for positions at both the regional and
international levels.

I can personally attest to the amazing opportunities that
await those who serve as a Texas Regional Officers. I have strengthened my public speaking
skills, learning how to adapt quickly, and have become more confident. It’s also a great
opportunity to learn how to put together large
events like our regional conferences, and it’s amazing to be able to connect to so many amazing
members across Texas. Everything I’ve experienced as Texas Regional President has better
prepared me for my future in an ever-changing world. More importantly, though, I’ve always
wanted to be able to serve people in an important way and holding this position has allowed
me to do that. I strongly encourage all Texas chapters to seek a regional officer position. This is
an amazing opportunity you don’t want to let pass you by. Campaign guidelines and the
application to seek regional office will be on the website (txptk.org) by November 16. Be sure to
check back for all of the
information, including the dates for the rules meetings.
Sincerely, 
 
Katelyn Kimbrough


